Resolved: Known Issue - KI9.2-130_BP – JED Import Issues

UPDATED: April 9, 2020

STATUS: Resolved

RESOLUTION: The HCM Import process was updated to adjust JED row import logic. Now, if the effective date of the imported Job row is 06/01/2020 and the Earnings Distribution Type on the Earnings Distribution tab on Job data is set to “None” as shown below, the HCM Import process will not look for JED entries for the position. Additionally, if the Earnings Distribution Type on the imported Job row is set to “By Amount” or “By Percent,” the HCM Import process will import JED entries for that position. The HCM Import process will still ignore Short Work Break rows.

Institutions that previously ran the HCM Import process may want to rerun the HCM import for affected positions. If assistance is needed to identify affected positions, submit an ITS Helpdesk ticket.

ISSUE: Occasionally after users run the HCM Import into Budget Prep, a discrepancy exists between the effective date imported from OneUSG for Job Earns Dist (JED) rows and the effective date imported from OneUSG Job data. Meaning, imported rows that should exclude JED data sometimes import JED data from an earlier effective dated row.

For example, a position with a 6/1/20 job row removing JED rows associated with MCOP earnings may still import the older, 2/1/20 effective dated JED row. Combined with the issue from KI9.2-129_BP, this means rows that should not need blank Dist Pct fields corrected may need manual correction.

ORIGINALLY POSTED: April 2, 2020

MORE INFORMATION AND SUPPORT: For business impact issues, contact the ITS Helpdesk at helpdesk@usg.edu or via the ITS Customer Services website.